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Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. More pictures The VTXR has everything you
would expect in a retro motorcycle. Cast wheels. Dual exhaust with custom-looking short pipes.
And crisp tank-mounted instruments and gauges. Compare with any other bike. Displacement :.
Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Valves per cylinder:. Digital with three-dimensional mapping,
two spark plugs per cylinder. Front suspension :. Rear suspension :. Wheelbase :. Compare US
insurance quotes from the nation's top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the
nation's top providers. Ships to most countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle
webshops at Bikez. List related bikes for comparison of specs. Buying a bike starts at Bikez Get
a list of related motorbikes before you buy this Honda. Inspect technical data. Look at photos.
Read the riders' comments at the bike's discussion group. And check out the bike's reliability,
repair costs, etc. You can also sign up for e-mail notification when such bikes are advertised in
the future. And advertise your old MC for sale. Our efficient ads are free. You are also welcome
to read and submit motorcycle reviews. Rating sample for this Honda bike. You can also
compare bikes. The Honda VTX was launched in as a model. Making amends for years of
underperforming V-twins, Honda set out to produce a cruiser with the biggest CID ever and so
designed a big bike with a muscular looking body that was long and low to the ground,
featuring significant rake and trail. On the VTX, Honda updated its linked braking feature,
instead of having the usual separate hand and foot brakes, the hand brake operated two-thirds
of the front pistons while the foot operated the other third in front and all the rear via a
proportioning valve. The degree V-twin included an offset-dual-pin crankshaft, a design first
used on the Honda Shadow to produce perfect primary balance , as well as two
primary-shaft-mounted counterbalancer weights to reduce the inevitable rocking couple
vibration in a large V-twin engine. Compared to the Retro models and the others that would
follow the VTX type C was identifiable by its two-into-one exhaust system, and its speedometer
mounted within the handlebar risers. Honda's sales of the VTX by late were approaching 30,
units. Honda added a more performance-oriented VTXF model in , which had low-profile radial
tires on cast alloy wheels with a five twin-spoke design, and also incorporated an LCD
tachometer and clock into the tank-mounted speedometer. In contrast to the VTX line, VTX bikes
used standard unlinked brakes, with a single large front disk, mm in diameter. The rear brake
was a mm disc. Although it was similar to the , the was not the same engine with a smaller bore
or shorter stroke, but a new design. The single carb had a manual choke for cold starts, [22] and
was heated by engine coolant to improve cold-weather operation. The configuration of the new
powerplant was the same liquid-cooled overhead-cam degree V-twin layout as its larger sibling,
but the VTX engine was designed around a single-pin crankshaft, unlike the s dual-pin crank. As
a result, the required dual two-axis primary counterbalancers to control engine vibration. The
VTX line employed the same two-into-two exhaust system across the board, as opposed to the
model specific two-into-one system of the VTXC. VTX bikes came with the least possible
instrumentation, one large analog speedometer with a digital odometer in a nacelle on top of the
fuel tank, unaccompanied by so much as a clock or fuel gauge. The new C model also sold in
large numbers in its first year, upwards of 11, units. The R-model also did well on the showroom
floor, with first-year sales over units. The Tourer was basically a type R bike equipped at the
factory with what had been the three accessories most often added by Honda dealers;
saddlebags holding 24 litres 0. For , the two-into-two exhaust system was redesigned to be
more compact. Total sales for all types of VTX cruisers amounted to 82, for all model years. The
Fury's design went beyond the domain of traditional Honda cruisers and onto full-out chopper
turf, having austere bodywork on a faux-hardtail frame with a high-mounted steering head and
long fork tubes that made the rake angle conspicuous at 38 degrees, The caster angle being 32
degrees with 6 degrees added into the steering yokes, [30] A wide rear tire was paired with a
narrow front wheel, and the two were spanned by the longest wheelbase for any Honda
production motorcycle. Beyond the chopper-style Fury, the VTC line offered three conventional
cruiser models for , all of which remain in the lineup for Sabre, Interstate and Stateline. In
contrast to the Fury, the Sabre emphasized function over form with a less extreme seating
position, narrower handlebar and lower steering head, making the VTCS aka VT13CS [43] a
fairly typical cruiser design, competing with other mid-size cruisers such as the Star Stryker.
The Sabre had slightly more travel in its rear mono-shock and a steel swingarm rather than
aluminum, plus a larger fuel tank that incorporated an instrument panel. The Stateline used the
same suspension and fuel tank as the Sabre. The VTCT Interstate used the same bodywork and

running gear as the Stateline, but with additional amenities for touring, such as a windshield,
saddlebags, floorboards for the rider and covers for the fork tubes. ABS was not available on
the Interstate, the only model in the VTC line to not offer that option, [28] [59] however, Honda
included the ABS option starting with the model year. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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